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eff Evans' career in magic began sixteen years ago from a book on coin
tricks at his grandparents' house. Today he works extensively throughout
Washington and Oregon, performing in a variety of venues from private
parties to corporate banquets to campus activities.
Many Fortune 500 companies call on Jeff to perform for their events. Boeing,
Microsoft, Pepsi Cola, and R. E. I. are just a few of his repeat clients. Why?
They know that they can depend on Jeff for top-quality entertainment that will
make people glad they came.
“You really broke the ice, and I feel, made everyone relax and enjoy
the evening that much more! Your magic is amazing and your comic
twist on the magic had everyone laughing and talking for the rest of
the evening… My jaw dropped almost every time he did a trick. The
times that it didn't drop, I was laughing hysterically.”
-Alicia Lofgren, IBM Global Services

It's not uncommon for people to comment later, "It was amazing seeing the entire audience so involved in a
performance. You had their total attention." Jeff's friendly and relaxed style wins audiences over and makes
you look good. Sometimes it's hard to believe that someone so genuinely nice can also be so devastatingly
sneaky…
Creativity Counts
Jeff is known as an innovative performer in the world of magic and his original routines have been printed in
magic magazines including Genii, The Linking Ring, and M.U.M. What does this mean to you? Jeff has the
special ability to create new routines and customize presentations to promote a product or service or fit your
event's theme.
Your business professionalism made my work extremely easy, and the way you customized your
presentation for my audience really made the difference between a magic show and a show that was
MAGIC!”
-Anne Fritzel, Program Coordinator, Climate Solutions
Magic isn't just about awards banquet and holiday parties, either. Companies count on Jeff to draw prospects
to their trade show booth, introduce new products, entertain top clients, and celebrate company anniversaries.
We especially appreciated your willingness to integrate our company's name and theme into the
performance, subtly reminding the guests where they were and who was providing the
entertainment. In no small part because of your participation, we had a number of guests ask us to
turn our Anniversary Party into an annual event.”
-Christopher Colón, CEO, GoTech, Inc.
Accolades from the Magic Community
Can you imagine hanging out in one building with several hundred tricksters, each trying to fool each other?
That's what magic conventions are all about, and they attract the region's best part and full time magical
entertainers.
Over the past decade, Jeff has earned no fewer than FIFTEEN first-place finishes at regional magic
competitions ranging from Calgary to Palm Springs. Most recently, he was named the Stage Magic
Champion at the Northwest Magic Jamboree in Oregon. The Olympian newspaper chose him for their 2004
Best of South Sound Awards, the first time a magician has ever received this distinction.

